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the visual foxpro framework is intended as a unified environment supporting database applications, components, classes, and tools. the vfp engine is built on top of the component object model (com), a technology that allows data and functions to run on the microsoft windows platform. vfp provides a number of integrated modules that provides a
comprehensive feature-rich set of tools to use for development, modeling and quality assurance. some of these tools provide a common programming interface to define application classes, components, and functions. foxpro releases were for a long time limited to x86 64 bit windows. since.net provides support for more cpu's the limits of visual foxpro
and vfp will need to be expanded to support multi-core and potentially multi-thread processors, at least for some users. vfp 9 is the standard version of visual foxpro. it includes the latest versions of all components and tools, supports windows xp to windows 10, and provides the ability to deploy to multiple platforms. the foxpro gui is built around a two-

tier design, with control panels and windows on top of a database. the gui, in fact, is quite different from what we are used to in desktop environments. users are presented with a control panel (cp) which allows them to start programs, and activate database drivers, databases, and data sources. there is also a data tree, the data entry form windows,
and a query window for making edits or queries to database. vfp supports applications that run on a server (with the vfp engine installed). moving vfp databases across multiple machines is straightforward. a project file is generated, which specifies where the database file resides on the target machine. vfp will move the database file, open it, and

validate it is valid. you can then run commands on the database, perform maintenance actions, or any of the other operations that you may be accustomed to for sql server databases.
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